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“Nothing ever happens to a person that they are not equipped by nature to endure.”

- Marcus Aurelius -

S&P 500 (SPY) had reached the minimum target the past couple weeks and now made an
automatic reaction move lower with increased supply, see arrow below. This suggests

SPY is entering into a trading range between $411 to $432.
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Nasdaq (QQQ) also reached minimum target and has had an automatic reaction on

increased supply. It is expected QQQ will remain in a trading range between $312 to
$334.
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Dow Jones Industrial Average (DIA) didn’t reach our initial minimum target, but it
might have been an ambitious PnF count. DIA had a large increase in supply on this
automatic reaction, and expectation is for a trading range between $327 to $343.
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Small Caps (IWM) didn’t reach our initial minimum target, but again might have been
an ambitious count. It might still reach that target with an upthrust of the trading range
for the secondary test. The expected trading range is $189 to $203.
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Bonds (TLT) remain in a trading range, but might be in a possible Phase C Spring Type

Action right now. There was a large increase in supply which was stopped at the bottom
of the trading range at $112. Price dropped below on lower supply and has since sprung
back into the trading range. With our current expectation that we are in Stage 1
(possibly Stage 2) of the Business Cycle, then being long Bonds would be aligned with
the business cycle.

Bonds
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Commodities (DBC) are making a move out of the trading range to the upside. Our
current business cycle expectation suggests commodity weakness, and with the bearish
change of behavior from $30.60 to $24.48, that we should still be skeptical of this
breakout for right now. Price below $27.20 (dashed line) keeps the bias to the downside.

Commodities
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China (FXI) is in the headlines today with new stimulus being released to wake the
Chinese economy back up from slumber. Chinese stocks are showing strength today,
and FXI has a minimum target with 5.6% higher than today.

Weekly Highlight
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China Stimulus News

Alibaba (BABA) is bene�ting from the China Stimulus news, but also due to a report

that the US and China are reaching an auditing agreement. BABA has recently been hit
hard due to SEC suggesting possible delisting of Chinese stocks without proper auditing
measures. BABA is in a trading range with current targets of 6%-20% higher from
today’s price.
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SEC Delisting Chinese Stocks Update

We are not registered as a securities broker-dealer or an investment adviser either with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (the “SEC”) or with any state securities regulatory authority. We are neither licensed nor qualified to provide
investment advice. Any individual who chooses to invest in any securities should do so with caution. Investing in securities
is speculative and carries a high degree of risk; you may lose some or all of the money that is invested. Always research your
own investments and consult with a registered investment advisor or licensed stock broker before investing. Past
performance is not indicative of future results. To the fullest extent of the law, we will not be liable to any person or entity
for the quality, accuracy, completeness, reliability, or timeliness of the information provided in this website, or for any
direct, indirect, consequential, incidental, special or punitive damages that may arise out of the use of information we
provide to any person or entity (including, but not limited to, lost profits, loss of opportunities, trading losses, and
damages that may result from any inaccuracy or incompleteness of this information).
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